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Abstract

Synchrotrons radiation interacting with the vacuum cham-
ber walls in a storage ring produce photoelectrons that can
be accelerated by the beam, acquiring sufficient energy to
produce secondary electrons in collisions with the walls. If
the secondary-electron yield (SEY) coefficient of the wall
material is greater than one, as is the case with the alumi-
num chambers in the Advanced Photon Source (APS)
storage ring, a runaway condition can develop. As the
electron cloud builds up along a train of stored positron or
electron bunches, the possibility exists that a transverse
perturbation of the head bunch will be communicated to
trailing bunches due to interaction with the cloud. In order
to characterize the electron cloud, a special vacuum
chamber was built and inserted into the ring. The chamber
contains 10 rudimentary electron-energy analyzers, as
well as three targets coated with different materials.
Measurements show that the intensity and electron energy
distribution are highly dependent on the temporal spacing
between adjacent bunches and the amount of current con-
tained in each bunch. Furthermore, measurements using
the different targets are consistent with what would be
expected based on the SEY of the coatings. Data for both
positron and electron beams are presented.

1 MOTIVATION

Postulation of an electron-cloud instability (ECI) arose
from observations with stored positron beams at the KEK
Photon Factory [1]. Similar results were later obtained at
BEPC [2] and possibly at CESR [3]. Theoretical simula-
tions predict large amplitude motions produced in the tail
of positron bunch trains, leading to beam loss [4]. Al-
though results from the models are consistent qualitatively
with the observations, the electrons had not been directly
measured. The goal of the measurements at the APS stor-
age ring is to ch~acte~ze the elec~on cloud (EC) so m to

better predict conditions leading to a possibIe electron-
cloud instability. Of particular interest is to provide realis-
tic limits on critical input parameters in the models: the
SEY of different surfaces in a real chamber and the influ-
ence of single or multiple reflections of the photons.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to measure the properties of the electron cloud,
a special 5-m vacuum chamber, equipped with rudimen-
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tary electron energy analyzers, beam positiof #onitors
(BPMs) and targets, was built and installed in a field-he
region in the APS storage ring [5] in May 1998. The loca-
tions of the components are shown in Fig. 1. EA6 is a
copper end absorber designed to intercept high-energy
photons to protect the downstream surfaces. Given that the
chamber is straight, the bending magnet synchrotrons ra-
diation fan penetrates slightly farther into the channel at
the downstream detectors.

The electron detector consists of two mesh grids in
front of a collector: the outermost grid is grounded, and a
bias voltage can be applied to the shielded grid. The col-
lector is graphite-coated to lower the secondary-electron
yield (SEY) and is biased at +45 V with a battery to
maximize its collection efficiency. The average detector
resolution is 4% fwhm, measured using 100-eV electrons
from an electron gun.

The detectors are mounted on a 2-3/4 in. flange on a
standard-aperture vacuum chamber as close to directly
opposite the antechamber channel as its geometry will
allow, as shown in Fig. 1. The channel allows most of the
high-energy photons to escape without interacting with the
chamber walls. The penetration into the vacuum chamber
for the detectors was slotted for rf shielding and coupling
impedance considerations. A standard BPM is mounted
opposite a detector at three locations for comparison. The
BPM surface area and the detector aperture are both -1
cmz. A removable, water-cooled, target is shown inserted
in the channel to the right. Data were collected by meas-
uring the collector current with a picoafnmeter as a func-
tion of bias applied to the retarding grid.

3 MEASUREMENTS
Amplification of the electron cloud due to secondary pro-
duction is expected to be the most serious factor leading to
a possible EC instability. Machine studies at the APS stor-
age ring were designed to characterize and distinguish
among the various contributions to the electron cloud. For
a fixed beam energy, the average total number of pho-
toemitted electrons (PE) will be linear with beam current
and independent of the temporal distribution of the beam.
This contribution includes photoelectrons and secondaries
produced in the coilision of the photons with the walls. In
the absence of multipactoring effects, the electron density
will depend primarily on the distance from the main elec-”
tron source, the EA6 absorber, and in a minor way on
electrons produced by the bending magnet radiation and x-
rays that are emitted by fluorescence from EA6. In con-
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and & fixed, then the equilibrium emittance would van-
ish according to Eq. (3). In Section 2 we show that quan-
tum excitation to the transverse oscillations is absent in this
straight focusing channel and is exponentially suppressed
in a focusingdominated damping ring. The normalized
transverse emittance.s in such systems do not vanish but
are limited by the Compton wavelength. In Section 3 we
study a fast damping mechanism by employing a high peak
or a high average power laser in an optical resonator to
cool an electron bunch in a compact storage ring. This
laser-electron storage ring &ESR) can be contiguredeither
for the production of Iow-emittance electron beams or as a
high-intensity x-ray source.

2 SUPPRESSION OF QUANTUM
EXCITATION

In deriving Eq. (3), the photon emissions are considered
to be instantaneous and modeled as statistical noise [2].
Such a quasiclassical picture of quantum excitation is valid
as long as the time associated with the emission of ra-
diation quanta is short compared with the periods of the
classical modes of oscillation in all three degrees of free-
doms. The typical radiation formation length is on the or-
der of p/~ and is much smaller than the betatron oscilla-
tion wavelengths & in normal storage rings. However,
as the strength of the transverse focusing increases or as
the bending field gradually decreases, the radiation forma-
tion length and the betatron oscillation wavelengths may
become comparable. The validi~ of the quasiclassical ap-
proximation along with Eq. (3) is suspect. In Refs. [3, 4],
two such cases were investigated and an interesting regime
for ultra-low emittance generation was found. The basic
results are summarized here.

2.1 A straight focusing channel

Let us consider an ideal focusing channel: a continuous
focusing force (–KZZ) in the z direction and a free, rela-
tivistic longitudinal z motion. The Harniltonian is then

KZX2
H.~m~&+$c2+~c2+~

z E= -I-J=LJ=, (5)

where E= s ~~ is the longitudinal energy,

W. = -is fie tr~sverse oscillation fi~uency>
and J= is the transverse action. It is obvious that boti PZ
and J. are constants of motion because their conjugate co-
ordinates are absent in the Harniltonian. The transverse ac-
tion, averaged over the beam distribution, is related to the
normalized transverse emittance by

E. _ (Jz)beam
2— ‘mC “

(6)

In the event of a photon emission, the total energy and
the total longitudinal momentum between the electron and

Px

Figure 1: The initial and the final states of the electron in a
focusing channel after a random photon emission,

the photon ase consemed. Suppose a photon of energy hw
is emitted witi an angle 6 relative to the longitudinal direc-
tion @lg. 1), then the change of electron energ y and longi-
tudinal momentum are given by

($E = –h, @zC = –b COS o. (7)

From Eq. (5), we obtain the change of the transverse action

dJ. = –$
( )

1–W+: <o, (8)

where ~ = pzc/Ez is the average velocity, and 6: =
2J=wz/E= is the pitch angle of the electron. Thus, the
transverse action (as well as the transverse ernittance) al-
ways decreases in spite of random photon direction of
emissions. Electron does not recoil d=tly against the
photon because of the existence of the transverse focusing
environment.

The lack of quantum excitation in a focusing channel
leads to a classical point in the tr~verse phase space for
tie electron. In quantum mechanics, this ground state is de-
scribed by a Gaussian wave packet that has the minimum
action set by the Heisenberg uncertainly principle:

A beam of N electrons occupying different longitudinal
phase space or spin states can all be damped to their trans-
verse ground states, reaching the fundamental ernittance

h/2

mc

3=
— = 1.93x
2

10-13m. (lo)

l%e channeling radiation damping rate can be obtained
most easily by going to the longitudinal comoving frame
of the channeled electron when the transverse oscillation
amplitude is small (76P << 1). The longitudinal transla-
tional invariance guarantees that the electron sees a one-
dimensional (transverse) harmonic potential with the fo-
cusing strength K: = -yKz in this frame (denoted by a
star). The electron gives away transverse energy E; =
(K:z2) through dipole radiation with a rate
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When transforming back to the lab frame, we obtain an
energy-independent damping rate for the focusing channel

(12)

A more detailed analysis of channeling radiation damping
when the oscillation amplitude is large and when the focus-
ing strength is periodic (such as in a FODO lattice) can be
found in Ref. [5]. As an example, suppose the quadruple
field gradient is about g = 100 T/nL corresponding to a fo-
cusing strength K= s 30 GeV/m2. The damping constant
r. w 30 s-l, which is a negligible effect for linear accel-
erators. However, the focusing strength for a typical crys-
tal channel is KS - 1011 GeV/m2, resulting in 17CN 10
ns-l and the damping distance on the order of meters. Of
course, a crystal channel is far from ideal, and the multiple
Coulomb scattering is the primary excitation mechanism
competing against the radiation damping.

2.2 A focusing-dom”nated damping n“ng

However, it is not necessary to have a straight channel. In a
bent focusing system where the radiation formation length
is comparable to the betatron oscillation wavelength, the
quasiclassical picture of the instantaneous radiation is in-
sufficient to describe the radiation reaction. By using a
quantum mechanical perturbation approach, we have an-
alyzed a continuous focusing and bending combined sys-
tem and obtain the rate of change for the transverse emit-
tances [5]

%=-’’’’I’-l’*)’-*’-’C-’-2WX”I>

:=-rb[(’~+lw)-’%?e-2fix’l
(13)
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Figure 2: Horizontal quantum excitation rate in units of
r&, predicted by (a) the quasi-classical model, and (b)
the quantum mechanical perturbation approach.

rb~,v = (rc)=,v from Eq. (12), and the quantum excita-
tion term vanishes, the basic results for a straight focusing
channel.

In the intermediate regime where the radiation forma-
tion length is on the order of the average beta function

(PI-Y - B.,v or X.,u - 1), the transverse damping comes
from both the bending and the focusing fields. ‘I%erates of
quantum excitation in both transverse dimensions are expo-
nentially suppressed according to Eq. (13) and start to de-
part tlom the results based on the quasiclassical approach
(see Fig. 2). Thus, the fundamental emittance can be ap-
proached very closely in such a focusing-dominated sys-
tem. The reason for the suppression of quantum excitation
can be interpreted as follows The transverse energy levels
of the electron are well separated as a result of the strong
focusing forces. Radiative transition to higher transverse
levels becomes impossible for the electron with almost all
photon emissions, and hence the quantum excitation is sup-

~ pressed by the focusing environment.
F=(’z) = 55&+ 330’=+ 262&x~ + 300’~ + &&=, In the same regime, the average radiation power comes
FV(XV)= 13&+ 30xv + 12&& (14)

Equation (13) describes the general results of radiation
damping (the tint term) and quantum excitation (the sec-
ond term) to the transverse emittances in this combined-
function system. The relative amount of damping and ex-
citation in each transverse plane is determined horn a sin-
gle dimensionless parameter ‘Z,v, which is the measwe of
the radiation formation length in units of the average beta
function. For separated-function systems, it is expected
that the average effect of the bending magnets in the hori-
zontal plane is damping (~= = 1) instead of anti-damping
(f. = –1). In the limit of ‘Z,u <<1 or p/’y << P.,v, set-
ting these rates equal to zero reproduces the equilibrium
transverse emittances of storage rings (i.e., IZq. (3)). In
the opposite limit where ‘Z,u >2 1, or p ~ co, we have

predominately fi;m the bending-field rather &an from the
focusing field, and the longitudinal darnping rate remains
the same as the storage ring limit. In addition, since the
synchrotrons oscillation period is always much longer than
the betatron ones, the radiation formation length is always
much smaller than the synchrotrons oscillation wavelength.
Thus, the instantaneous picture of quantum emission is stilI
valid in the longitudinal phase space and Eq. (4) still holds.
The total phase-space volume of an N-electron beam is
limited by tie Fermi statistics, i.e.,

(15)

When .s~,v - &/2, we have e; z NXC/4. For N -1010,
this gives a limit of about 1 mm for e:, which is quite rea-
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sonable because the end use of the beam does not require
ultra-short bunches with ultra-small energy spread.

A focusingdominated damping ring can be designed
with many repetitive FODO cells. As indicated from

Eqs. (3) and (13), it is favorable to use high-gradent fo-
cusing quads and low-energy electron beams. For instance,
suppose that permanent-magnet quads have afield gradient
4 Tesla/cr& and that the electron energy is 25 MeV. We can
have a ring with an average radius of about 2 m, an average
beta function of 4 cm in both transverse planes, and a cell
length of 2 cm with 60degree phase advance. In princi-
ple, the equilibrium-normalized transverse emittances can
reach the Compton wavelength while the energy spread is
on the order of 10–5. The damping time is inevitably long,
about 30s in all three degrees of tkeedom. Thus, the inten-
sity of the ultra-cold beam is limited by the collective ef-
fects such as space charge and wakefields. It is conceivable
to operate this ring below the transition energy ~t s Vz, so
that a six-dimensional phase space equilibrium may exist
due to the effect of intrabeam scattering [6]. These effects
have yet to be studied in this new regime.

3 RADIATIVE LASER COOLING

In this section, we investigate another route to low-
emittance generatiorx a fast radiative cooling method. Tra-
ditionally, the increase of the darnping rate in a storage ring
is achieved through the insertion wigglers [71. The effect
of these damping wigglers is to generate a lot more radia-
tion while keeping quantum excitation in check. This can
be done by placing the wigglers in the dispersion-free re-
gion of the storage ring. Recently, Telnov pointed out [81
that with a sufficiently intense laser pulse, a high-energy
electron beam can be cooled significantly during a single
collision with the laser pulse. The electrons radiate energy
in the form of scattered photons; and hence the term “radia-
tive laser cooling.” Later, we proposed [9] a compact laser-
electron storage ring (LESR) where radiative laser cooling
is used to overcome the space-charge effects encountered in
a medium-energy circular machine for electron beam cool-
ing or x-ray generation.

The basic idea of a laser-electron storage ring is shown
in Fig. 3. An electron beam is injected into a storage ring
and at the same time an intense laser pulse is built up in-
side a high-finesse optical resonator. The laser light path
is chosen to match exactly the time it takes for the electron
to circulate once around the ring so that a focused electron
beam repeatedly encounters the short light pulse at the fo-
cus of the resonator each turn. Normally, in the absence
of the laser the electron beam would damp at the rate de-
termined by the time it takes to radiate its complete en-
ergy in the bending magnets in the ring. In the LESR, the
laser pulse acts like an extremely strong damping undula-
tor, and the fast radiative laser cooling leads to a very low-
emittance beam for very moderate electron energy (around
100 MeV). As the beam circulates around the ring, the lost
energy is restored by an rf accelerating system, as in a nor-

— compact storage ring —

hslx beam x-rap )
laser Fabry-Perot resonator

Figure 3: The schematic diagram of a laser-electron storage
ring.

mal storage ring. This cooling effect can also be utilized
as a stabilization mechanism to maintain a dense bunch of
electrons for the generation of intense x-rays.

For electrons no more than a few hundred MeV the nor-
mal radiation damping and quantum excitation from the
bending magnets is negligible compared with those from
the laser field. The laser field can be regarded as an undu-
lator with an equivalent period one half of the laser wave-
length AL, and an equivalent bending field given by

(16)

where 1 is the laser intensity, and ZO = (tio)’1 = 377
$2.The radiation damping rate can then be calculated from
Eq. (l). Writing in terms of the laser flash energy EL and
the Rayleigh range ZR,wehave[%

where To is the revolution period. The damping partition
numbers are

Ji=&=L 3.=2. (18)

The laser-electron interaction also gives rise to quantum
excitation of the transverse emittances the same way as in
a bending magnet. It can be shown [9] that the minimum-
normalized transverse emittances are

(19) ‘

where ~; ~ are the beta functions at the interaction region.
The minimum energy spread is determined by the rms fluc-
tuation of the scattered photons and is given by [51

(20)

In addition to quantum excitation, intrabeam scattering[61
provides an i;tensity-dependent diffusion in the phase
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Table 1: Ttvo laser-electron storage ring configurations

LESR mode
Laser and resonator para.

wavelength [pm]
flash energy in resonator
Rayleigh range [mm]
focal spot size @n]

Electron storage ring pars.
energy meVl
number of electrons
average ring radius [m]
horizontalhrtical tune
energy loss per turn
trans. damping time
equil. energy spread
rf frequency ~]
rf peak voltage
momentum acceptance
rms bunch length [mm]
norm. long. emit. [mm]
norm. trans. emit. [m]

K-ray parameter
wavelength
photon energy &eVJ
photon flux [sec-l]

transient

1
2J
5

20

100
1 x 1010

1
10

25 keV
84 pa
1.8%
2856
lMV
10%
5.8
21

1 x 10-7

6.25 pm
200

2 x lPO

steady state

1
20 mJ

8
25

8
1 x 1010

0.5
10

1 eV
84 ma
2.3%
1428

60 kV
23%
6.6
2.4

6 X 10-6

lnm
1.24

8 X 1014

sr)ace of the electron beam. The equilibrium emittances
&d energy spread can be obtained b~balancing the rate of
radiative laser cooling against the combined rate of intra-
beam scattering and quantum excitation.

‘IWOconfigurations will be discussed to demonstrate
some LESR design considerations for various applications.
One is a transient mode device that is capable of producing
very low emittance electron beams. The other is a steady-
state operation for the generation of intense soft x-rays. Ta-
ble 1 lists some typical parameters. In both configurations
we assume that the two half circles of storage rings consist
of identical FODO cells and that the Fabry-Perot resonators
are made of mirrors with total reflectivity R = 99.99’%.To
simplify the intrabeam scattering calculations, we consider
a round beam for both cases.

In the transient mode, a 200-GW peak power, 10-ps-long
laser pulse is built up inside the resonator. Suppose that a
100-MeV electron beam is injected into this ring with both
normalized transverse emittances initially at 1 x 10-5 m.
The laser pulse scatters off the electron bunch each round
trip with little change of intensity because of negligible
laser depletion and internal loss. From Table 1, 1 x 1010
electrons are cooled rapidly to the equilibrium-normalized
transverse emittances 1 x 10-7 m. At the same time, very
brigh~ energetic x-rays are also produced. After the ex-
traction of the cold ekctron beam, a new laser pulse can
be built up, and a new electron beam can be injected to
repeat tie process. The normalized transverse emittances

achieved in the LESR ye much smaller than those of the
SLC damping ring, and tie also well below present rf gun
technology. The relatively large energy spread can also be
made much smaller by adiabatic acceleration.

For the steady-state configuration, in order to sustain the
energy level of the laser pulse in the Fabry-Perot resonator,
a 200-W average power, mode-locked Nd:YAG laser is
resonantly coupled to the resonator. From Table 1, when
the accumulated laser pulse scatters off an 8-MeV electron
bunch in the resonator, the interaction not only gives rise to
soft x-rays with wavelength around 1 mu, but also provides
a cooling and stabilization mechanism to maintain the in-
tense compact bunch (1 x 1010 electrons) so that all elec-
trons participate in each laser pulse collision. As a result of
the radiative laser cooling, an average flux of 8 x 1014x-
ray photons per second is generated. The intensity and the
compactness of this x-ray source maybe suitable for x-ray
lithography.

4 CONCLUSION

Insummary, we have found two new approaches to gener-
ate very low-emittance electron beams. One is the suppres-
sion of quantum excitation through focusing environment.
This approach can in principle reach the fundamental beam
emittance with probably a rather limited intensity. ‘IMe
other is the radiative laser cooling in a laser-electron stor-
age ring, which provides rapid damping for a dense elec-
tron beam. Generation of Iow-emittance electron beams
is an interesting subject in its own right, and the two meth-
ods discussed here may have potential applications in li,near
colliders, novel accelerators, or light sources.
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